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TO WORRY ABOUT TUITION. 
ee m) If one of the angles you've been 
a e & ge” studying lately is a way to pay your 
a tuition costs, Army ROTC would like 
So to offer some sound advice. 
“ee Apply for an Army ROTC 

\ col scholarship. 
a si \ a AN ‘ Recently, we set aside hundreds 

ao a Na JME aS ‘A of scholarships solely for engineering 
SD Nw PP WA mmeceeeeneeey majors like yourself. 
So —2@  «& . \@ 9g yo Each one covers full | 
Ee , SS a Noe i \ oS tuition, books and other 

OTF R oy y “<5. <a . 4) supplies, and pays you up SATIN, SN kn \ \ to $1,000 each school 
, ie yee \ ug, -YEar it's in elect. 
(ae ANS eg So if the stress of 

SY. ee. a © ES worrying about tuition 
oe , ee Stes) is bending you out of 

- ee et \ 
Wr ro cue “ager Clal Support. Apply 
> I ORGS for an Army ROTC 

2 cee <p, eet scholarship today. \ & Ss SH < \ oe Ss, For more informa SN at Sy. CUS Cn ° 
YC Ga ie a7) ton, contact your Pro- 

QC OG At oe Sy ag i fessor of Military Science. 
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Editorial 
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e Your college years should be a time _ . 

The Prodigal Student when you try eae things amd ee i” J 
what you like. It is a chance to explore co - 

| by Scott Paul different avenues of yourself and to ik =, 

During Christmas breakIranintoa spend some time doing those things oe | 
number of my old high school class- you find you enjoy. The people who Fag eenepemcsernnnel | at 
mates at a certain local establishment. start their careers right after high UT —, 4 
The ones who had decided not to goon _ school will limit the scope of what they | oo = i 4 
to any more school sureseemed tohave _ will do with their lives. By going to aN i. = lt—“——e i 
grownup fast. They were doing things college you broaden the range of possi- oe ny 
like buying new cars, getting married, _ bilities that are open to you. It would be Sy, A, ie Tice | 
and starting careers. There is nothing a grave mistake to not take advantage TAA | —- 6h 
wrong with that, but I sure felt glad of some of those opportunities. What ee —— ie 

| that I wasn’t going to get stuck intoa good is that well-rounded education if \ as ed a H | 
thirty year long rut where I got a job _all you ever do is solve math problems. = ee 
and didn’t really get to enjoy myself I have never seen a college that Ry TT Wee 
until I retired and was an old man. offers so many different activities in i | Le 0 ee 
Wait a minute! Just whatexactlyam such a wide range of fields. There are aa ‘ ae 

I doing? Could it be that my path of | so many things to do at the University i [a 10 ee 
going to college and then beginning a of Wisconsin and in Madison that one wee | | | 

career was just trading one dull rou- could easily spend four years here LV | u / 
tine for another one? Sometimes while | without attending a single class if he “yaa | | ¢ 
studying long hours for exams iteven _ were to do all of them. Go to a football . i i) | keeeae ‘ i 
seems that I might have chosen the game. Take in a concert. Visit the art 4 Lik C al i i 
duller of the two paths. There is noth- | museum. Take up asport. Join a club. a le | ’ (Aes 7) 
ing special about going to college if it | Watch a dance performance. Almost ae 8 
only means finding a higher-paying anything, but for goodness sake don’t eu | hy 
rut to spin your wheels in. spend all of your time at the library. - a i R 
Some people will say that college is I’m not saying that you should try to oC. , Yo 

good because it gives people,a chance _doeverything, (you are going to have to We ) <— | 
to stay young for awhile and enjoy life study to become an engineer) but you 4 : , Dt | 
before being burdened by the pres- should do something. Stretch yourself! hia Peg] ; 

sures of the “real world.” Insomecases _ Live. Don’t be a grinder--be a liver. 0 
this may be true, but as a rule I have plo by, Rog Hila 
never seen such a career conscious 
group of people as engineering stu- 

dents. Competition for jobs is fierce, 

and engineering students wage a con- Word From Our Readers 
stant raging battle with their grade- 
points. For many people the route to Concerning the letter from Kris As long as our facilities are limited, 
becoming an engineer is a real grind. Gupta and Ms. Priem’s response inthe — we must screen prospective students 

A person who does not go to college December issue. somewhere during their career; 
can still go into a career where he I don’t know about “every other Big whether it is better to do it prior to 
makes alot of money. He can be happy. Ten University,” but the University of admission as freshmen or after the 
He can be a well-rounded person. He Illinois (Urbana-Champaign) College freshman year in college is debatable. 
can be very satisfied with the life he is of Engineering does admit freshmen [t would be desirable to measure 
living. He can have just about every- directly to degree-granting programs. “learning” as Gupta suggests, or better 
thing he wants. Well then, why go to However, they are more selective in yet, measure future promise, but until 

college? admitting these freshmen thanis UW. we can do that our best measure is past 
First, you have the ability and ambi- Over 90% of the Fall 1982 freshman performance (grades) in similar 

tion to put up with more school for a clasat Illinoiscamefrom thetop 10% of — (gehool) environments. 
few more years. You have probably their high-school class. It is unlikely 
selected a particular career for which that these students got to the top 10% ‘ 1 
a college education is needed. But to by taking “blow-off” courses since over ee a di 
simply have received a training from 90% received 26 or higher for their Arthur Tiedemann 
college is to have accomplished very ACT composite score. ECE Department 
little. 
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Bacchus Revisited 

by John Wengler 
yJ 8 Instead of working each day to make a experienced. 

better community, campus solidarity A cease-fire of tappers would proba- 
Drinking is among this campus’s is reserved for big, senseless beer bly bring most of today’s social base to 

worst problems. When done to the _ bashes like WSA’s Halloween party. a grinding halt. As it stands, drinking 
exclusion of all else, partying becomes Drinking has permeated or replaced is the easy way to deal with people; it is 
a waste of time and money, resources many extracurricular activities. Stu- a kind of liquid brotherhood. Prof. 

which are better applied to more con- dents feel strange at a softball or Marks, the placement director, once 
structive extracurricular activities. hockey game if there isn’t a keg flow- tried to buddy up with a freshman 

Don’t get me wrong--this is no pro- ing nearby. Organizations must pro- audience by figuring how many pit- 
bationary mandate. It is rather an vide beer to entice its membership to chers could be purchased with an en- 

attempt to put liquor into perspective. attend meetings. Even then the rosters gineer’s first-year salary (yuk, yuk). 

TT ( A 7 
ve 

The campus as a whole has oy is p) 
seemingly lost its intellectual os CL . 
self-respect. It is no coinci- Wie oa CC, € 
dence that the “Bud Song” ” ie) c / 
has become our musical motif. - / ‘ ee , (/ 

a! A! far ¢ . Aan, f 7 
A number of beers in the Rathskeller is — . —_/ 7 
as pleasurable to me as to any. The 0 P geo 
problem begins when partying be- x 1 
comes the sole option for the student. If 
it’s Friday, get drunk. If finals are od 
over, get drunk. It gets to the point ® Tr 

where a celebration is nothing without . d _— = 
inebriation. 

Exclusionary drinking starts with 2 
the freshmen who find no other unify- ‘ a 
ing force other than getting drunk. tT ey 

A cease-fire of tappers would / | 
probably bring most of today’s 
social base to a grinding halt. remain short because students believe Chi Epsilon, the Civil Engineering 

bar-hopping is exclusively the way to Honor Society, has a beer stein as one 
relax and enjoy. of its group T-shirt symbols (yuk, yuk). 
Weekend warriors do not realize Big Brewers understand this kind of 

Here they are in “Mad City,” feeling that the hours spent working for social cohesion via beer and that is why 
obligated to live up to its party school groups like Polygon, EXPO, WE and they sponsor numerous campus events. 
rep instead of the older label “Athens _ others are both socially and profes- (One wonders if there are “Miller Girls” 
of the Midwest.” Indeed, the patron sionally rewarding. Working with at MIT?) 

| god of knowledge, Athena, has been _ other students is great fun. Accomp- Now, with the beginning of another 
replaced by Bacchus, the wine god. lishing something outside of class is semester, student groups are looking 

The champus as a whole has seem- equally satisfying. More importantly, for new members. Everyone can do 
ingly lost its intellectual self-respect. (especially with current job market), themselves a favor by going out and 
It is no coincidence that the “Bud group involvement shows a company getting involved, before having to join 
Song” has become our musical motif. that one is outgoing, commited. and the campus AA. oO 
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Develop your expertise 

= a a 

demand will remain high: a 

Energy. Comfort. Security. Control Systems Engineer 
For nearly 100 years, Johnson Controls Systems You will assist Application and Sales Engineers in 

and Services Division has been the industry's the execution of engineering designs for pneumatic, 
uniquely-qualified single source for building con- electronic and fully computerized systems. You will 

trol systems that conserve energy, maintain com- explore the current developments and practices in 

fort, and protect life and Property. We continue to the control industry as you learn to develop auto- 

pores the growing gemand Monte uel prone mation specifications, estimate costs and prepare 
through a complex network o ranch offices proposals. 
in large and small cities across the country. To 

intensify our efforts, we seek talented engineers Join Johnson Controls and share in the develop- 

possessing BSEE/BSME degrees: ment and application of new and essential tech- 
. nology. These positions offer rapid career pro- 

Sales Engineer gression and an attractive salary/benefits package. 

In conjunction with Consulting Engineers, you will 

evaluate building needs and assist in writing specifi- Johnson Controls, Inc., Systems & Services Division, 

cations and designing control systems. You will P.O. Box 423, Milwaukee, WI 53201 
assume total project responsibility - from sale 

through system installation and warranty. This 
challenging position affords the opportunity to 
utilize your engineering talents while you develop z : . . 

strong interpersonal/communications skills. We will be ay REBEE hh 
" . « riday February 24t 

Application Engineer F iderati or further consideration, please 
You will participate in the design and logistics of 4 

building automation systems after the sale. Work- contact your placement office. 
ing with Sales Engineers, you will prepare custom- 

designed systems and maintain responsibility for 

procurement of factory materials and custom 
assemblies from both Johnson and outside suppliers. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V 

Systems & Services 
Division 
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Improve Your Writing Skills 
LE Sa GT NE | [TR TE 
Some helpful pointers that can make you more employable. 

by Scott Paul order to write well, but you should be the meat and potatoes and leave the 
aquainted with the basics. The Ele- flowery garnishes for the poets. 

Throughout your career you are go- ments of Style by William Strunk and As you proofread, look over your 
ing to need to convey your ideas by use E.B. White is an excellent guide to organization and make sure you have 
of the written word. Any steps that you these basic rules. They have organized not missed any of the points you wanted 
take to improve your writing skills will a wealth of helpful information into a to include. You may also get some new 
make youamoreemployableand more small (about 80 pages) writing guide. _ ideas. It may be time consuming, but 
useful addition to any company. No desk should be without one. for most papers of any importance you 

The most important thing you need Proofread! Cut out unnecessary should do at least one rewrite. Your 
to do in order to express yourself clear- words. Examples that don’t make final result will be more professional. 
ly is to think clearly. Muddy thinking _ things clearer, redundant statements, Professional work impresses employ- 
leads to murky, hard-to-follow writing. extra adjectives, and just anything ers. 
Make sure you know exactly what you _ that does not make it easier to see your Finally, practice your writing skills. 
want to say before you put a single point should be removed as you look They will get better and it will pay 
word down on paper. If your thoughts —_ over what you have written. Stick with _ off. a 
are carefully sorted out and put in 
order, your writing will be much eas- 
ier to understand. E e e 

Avoid the use of technical jar- ngineering G rant gon whenever possible. Ree aie, 

Never use a ten dollar wordwhena Nuclear engineering and ECE departments receive 
nickel word will get the job done. And valuable financial boost avoid the use of technical jargon when- . 

ever possible. Complicated ideas can ment will be used for a series of major 
be expressed using a simple language, The Grainger Foundation of Skokie, | awards each year to outstanding young 
and when you do, it will be easier to Ill., has presented a$1milliongrantto faculty members in support of their 
follow what you are saying. You are the University of Wisconsin Founda- research. 
not trying to impress anybody with tion for use by two UW-Madison engi- The other $500,000 will establish a 
your vocabulary; you are trying to neering departments. Grainger Fund for Fusion Technology 
communicate. The use of too many Grainger Foundation President Research tosupport research by facul- 
— ____————— David W. Grainger, a 1950 UW-Madi- _ ty members, staff scientists and stu- 
Muddy thinking leads to son graduate in electricalengineering, | dents who are seas te convert fu- 

Rees eae said the grant will be divided equall sion energy into useful forms. 
murky, hard-to-follow writing. between the departments of rilclar “The scholars program will permit 

engineering and electrical and compu- us to recruit and retain outstanding 
technical terms will confuse even an ter engineering. young professors and further the re- 
expert in the field, and many times the “We areextremely proudandhappy _ search activities of our most able 
things you write will be read by ad- tomakethissignificant contributionto scientists in this highly specialized 
ministrators and managers and other these two important programs at Wis- _ field,” Shain said. 
people who may not necessarily have consin -- a distinguished university “Fusion researchers must move 
the same technical background as you. with which we have had a long rela- forward if America is to meet its ener- 
It is far more important to be clear and tionship,” Grainger said. “We recog- gy requirements of the future,” he concise than it is to be technical and nize the need to support such worthy —_ added. “We have a very distinguished 
high sounding. educational and research efforts ifthe | program in this area -- one of the best 

Have a dictionary around when you United States istoretainitsleadership __in the nation -- and the financial boost 
have to do any fair amount of writing. role in these areas of engineering.” by the Grainger grant will have a very 
When in doubt--look it up. In announcing acceptance of the profound and positive impact on our 

Once you have said something there grant, UW-Madison ChancellorIrving | work. We are extremely grateful to 
is no need to say it again. Do not Shain said $500,000 will be used to David Grainger and his associates for 
ramble. establish a Grainger Faculty Scholars their thoughtfulness in providing such 

It is not necessary to be an expert on Program in electrical and computer generous support at such a critical 
the rules of grammer and usage in engineering. Income from the endow- time.” o 
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Technical Communications 
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Success in a technical career is strongly influenced by an engineer’s ability 
to communicate. 

by David Eiche and Bob Zemke The accompanying chart shows that . Professor Woolston, a technical writ- 

half of the departments in the College ing instructor in the General Engi- 
of Engineering do require at leastone neering Department, stressed the im- 

How important arecommunications course inengineering graphics, andall portance of good writing skills to the 
skills to engineers in the “real world”? —_ but two (Chemical and Nuclear Engi- engineering student. He claimed that 
In a survey of prominent engineers, _ neering) require credits in Communi- _ writing skills are more important to 
over 95% of those questioned felt that cations Arts or Technical Writing for engineers than to any other group of 
effective writing was either “very graduation. A course in basic English _ professionals, with the exception of 
important” or “critically important” in (English 101) is required of all stu- lawyers and members of the press. 
their present positions.' Yet, these very dents, but most students are exempt _ Professor Woolston also disagreed with 
skills are found lacking in many engi- from the course through placement 4 SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
neering graduates. One study evalu- tests. There are no requirements for " 
ated recent graduates of civil, electri- advanced courses in graphics or com- There are no plans to raise 
a St See onneering and eee uy sou shee are requirements for communi- 
although “writing and speaking offerings in both areas. Examples in- © ° 

ranked either first or second in impor- clude a section of ME 601 devoted to cations courses in the College 
tance for all three disciplines, half or computer-aided design' and General of Engineering. 
more of the graduates possessed “infe- Engineering 441 and 442, Advanced 9 SSS 
rior” capability in the area.2 The facts | Engineering Graphics I and II®. . . . , 
show that writing skills are important, the claim that engineering and writing 
and that many engineering students are opposed to each other, although he 
have not developed them adequately. Nearly one-third of ME grad- did provide some insight on the diffi- 

Good technical communication skills culties engineering students typically 
encom a uates were found to have have. pass morethanwritingalone.In  ¢- ar Bace’.¢ i , 
many cases, engineers must communi- inferior” capability in engi- Some of Woolston’s students have 
cate graphically by means of sketches neering graphics. had very little writing experience, and 
or drawings. Here again, many stu- some are reluctant to study technical 

dents are having difficulty — nearly §$=—-----—___ writing because of their lack of profi- 
one third of mechanical engineering : ciency. Another problem is teaching 
graduates were found to have “infe- Do engineering programs at UW- writing arises due to the nature of 

rior” capability in engineering gra- Madision give students adequate com- engineering courses, many of which 
: : 4 F ? To find the answer, center on teaching example problems. phics.? Anengineering superintendent | ™unications skills? To ; g ple pro 

for a paper company expressed a typi- WE staff member Bob Zemke inter- Students study the examples and then 
cal opinion viewed two professors, focusing prim- 

I agree with you that one year of enilyenthe ae = writing Balls and 

graphies should be required, but! °"fhere is common belief that engi. Many students cannot master 
would extend that to all Engineers. neers as a group are incapable of writ- a given type of writing assign- 

We have Pula ener trates ing clearly. Professor Marks of the ment unless they are pre- 

working side-by-side as “Project  putedtheclaim, stating thatengineers  Scrnted with a similar example 
ineers” i oe ates to emulate. Engineers”. They have an equal need not apologize for their writing 

need for engineering graphics skills. According to Professor Marks, 
skills.* engineers did better than the average 

Other officials mentioned that more juniorstudentonatestofgeneralwrit- | go on to solve similar assigned prob- 
advanced courses in graphicscovering ing skills. He emphasized that techni- _ lems by using the algorithms of the 
such topics as dimensioning, layout cal skills areof primary importance to | examples. This method has the disad- 
drawings and computer aided design _ engineering students and deficiencies | vantage of stifling creativity, since 
(CAD) were particularly importantfor there would be more difficult to cor- Professor Woolston has found that 

civil and mechanical engineers. rect than those in writing skills. many students cannot master a given 

6 
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Technical Communication Requirements (Credits) 

DEGREE 

CLASSIFICATION ALE ChE CEE ECE EM IE ME MET MIN NE 
a 

Communications 
Arts 2 0 * * 2 * 0 * 3 0 

Engineering 
Graphics 4 0 3 0 3 0 4 0 2 0 

Technical 
Writing 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 0 2 0 

a ieee 

“Elective required in this category 

Source: Freshman Facts for Engineering, UW-Madison College of Engineer ing, 1981. 

type of writing assignment unless they There are no plans to raise require- by his ability to communicate. The 

are presented with asimilar example ments for communications courses in _ engineering student who realizes this 

to emulate. Once this is done, though, __ the College of Engineering. Funding now and acts has a definite advantage 

most students prove to be capable wri- problems make it difficult for engi- _ over his peers. 
ters. neering curricula to keep up with the 

Woolston went on to say that a new rapidly advancing pace of technology, 
graduate in engineering devotes most _leaving little time or money for more 

emphasis on writing and speaking References 

SoM octal eon eee his gam | Richard M. Davis, “Technical Writ- : * eae . he 4 i 
Engineers did better than the abilities in communications, and im- Fe Rec oe 
average junior student on a proving his skills where necessary. 211 ee 

test of general writing skills. ia sapevially importantindepart- 2 William R. Kimel and Melford E. 
merit for eo ere ci  tectiieal Monsees, “Engineering Graduates: 
waitin Or ‘Courses such ag technica, How Good Are They?”, Engineering 

of his time to tasks such as computing, Af 8. hief ‘ ft] Education, November 1979, pp. 210- 
but as his career advances, he will 4, | Bars c ie ean of Interna. 212, 
spend a progressively greater amount ev ieee iden Sb ompany summar- 3 Ibid. 
of time communicating. A study by an . eas y saying . 4A. S. Levens, “Why Engineers Can’t 
industrial consultant reinforced this Since success in engineering school Communicate”, Mechanical En- 
idea. It found that a junior engineer does not depend much on communi- gineering, January 1982, pp. 74-75. 
spends an estimated 40% of his time on cation abilities, you may not have 5 Timetable, Spring Semester 1984, 
the job communicating — speaking or developed your skills and may mis- p. 58. 

writing, formally or informally. Com- takenly resent the absolute depend- 6 Tbid., p. 56. 
munication time rises to 60% of the ence you will have on them for 7 Ed Gilbert, “Technical Communica- 
workday for a project head and over accomplishment in an organiza- tion and Writing: Management’s Per- 
75% for a division manager’. Good tion’, spective,” speech, 1975. 

writing and speaking skills areclearly In short, success in a technical career  * Russel R. Raney, “Why Cultural 
a valuable asset in career advance- will be determined not only by an Education for the Engineer?” speech, 

ment. engineer’s technical abilities, but also April 29, 1953. 
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Before We Put You In Ch aw WA a (ig fee 5 e “ng en oh vehi ‘ Ne oi Ss 
ost Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment, 

MB i h The World’ e Put You Through The World’s 
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training. 

ee a 
Be A rh O34 ‘ «Fr on: 

It takes more than 16 i 7 bs: = (No surprise that 
months of intensive train- “~ v Be a rt most of the men who 
ing to becomea fully qual- * or a operate the reactors in 
ified officer in the Nuclear \ | ~“ Ss r ae private industry started 
Navy. Youbegin withfour 1 | Ne ee ... in the Nuclear Navy.) 
months of leadership Cor poe ae Br It takes more time 
training. Then as a Navy 8 | _ and more effort to 
CSeatecruncovmexciar- wall inysrve alll a A become an officer in 
of graduate-level training So dil the Nuclear Navy. 
unavailable anywhere else at any price. But the rewards are greater, too. 

Navy training is based on more than MW oCmcencctnolMecbeM ocr nN Morte har TiN colts 
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right now junior year in college. Qualify, and the Navy 
the Navy operates over half the nuclear will pay you approximately $1000/month 
reactors in America. And the Navy’s nuclear __ while you finish school. 
equipment is the most sophisticated in the After four years, with regular promotions 
world. That’s why your Navy training is and salary increases, you can be earning as 
and must be the most sophisticated in much as $40,500. That’s on top of a benefits 
the world. package that includes medical and dental care, 

As an officer in the Nuclear Navy, you and 30 days’ vacation earned every year. 
have decision-making authority immediately. More responsibility, more money, more 
You get important management responsi- future. So, if you’re majoring in math, engi- i 
bility fast. Because in neering or the physical 
the Navy, as your knowl- oe i sciences, and you want 
ToT EMCKO SIAM TORMAT ION OUTER W351 nomenon amectoycc¥e-1oYolvl ear 
responsibility. P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015 sablnUbueMbomonete (syne power, 

Your training and 0 Please send me more information about becom- fill in iwiote) coupon. 
experience EYE) Baer ing an officer in the Nuclear Navy. (ON) Today’s Nuclear 

among the country’s Name pease Pa bast Navy is an opportunity 
most qualified profes- ‘Address——____ Apt. #__________ like no other in the 

sionals. City ——_____ State zip __ world. 
Age. +College/University_—_—-— 

: Year in College. oGPA _ cece 

AMajor/Minor__ 

Phone Number axgq7 fa Ca 
This is for general recruitment information. You do not have to furnish any 
welean halos Co etormine the Wiccle ot Ney ere Bae ine mere 
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Career Guilt 
(ELE Sa | | SOO OY 17) (TUE OY SD) 

A satirical essay based on the author’s own observations. 

by Greg Gorski “a (of y 8 ZOOM a Y 
Yesterday I walked down State a Si 

Street. I passed a girl wearing an Iron 4 
Maiden T-shirt. I saw young boys eag- i ty 
erly pushing quarters into a video a ae Ki QS 
game. I said hello to a friend, but a. SS hep ; L ; 
somehow the greeting couldn’t pene- ee “eodo ey, ie) LZ | 
trate his walkman. Silkwood starts SY liga Ie af 4 j 
sometime next week. Technology. Bee ee Fg \ Z i | 
“America the beautiful,” I thought, ae Soc: ES g 4 
and I smiled. eB \oe Eo G 

In Silicon Valley, on a clear day, you BQ o> up & vig A 

can maybe see one-third of the valley. > gio, Ay beat 
It’s just gorgeous. Someday I want to Aes asi S kee Pa 
live there. I want to own a Mercedes: a perk i pk 
red 450 SL with a convertible roof. if Shy ae eee 
“Money is life’s report card.” I think Peer fecimey (irae 
John Wayne said it. has ey len 

My calculator talks to me. It reminds yy ‘EOD H fi:ip ia 
me of important dates: Hewlett- Ohya he an hae 
packard on Tuesday, General Dynam- ar ae ey) ara 
ics Thursday, and McDonnell Douglas one MRS ‘i aaa 
on Friday. It tells me not to accept any- 2 ij Va AAG 
thing under $25,900. I like that. I think eye 
I can even program it to add and Pld 
subtract. EE Fert 

My computer date picked me up in 

her new car. It told me to buckle my 
seat belt and comb my hair. After con- 
versation we went to her house and had 
supper. I don’t care what anyone says, 
microwave dinners beat the hell out of 
TV dinners any day. We played Pac- U N IVERSITY 
Man and then watched Automan. I 
think I’m in love. I Fy AV = | 

My friend Scotch just bought a syn- 
thesized, quartz-locked, laser-rectify- Our special payment plan is specifically designed for business 
ing hi-fi. Now he gets MTV in stereo. travel and interviews. 
He can play it so loud I have to turn featuring 

down my hearing aid. Amazing. Scotch 
built a robot in his job at Bells Labs. “A APOLLO COMPUTERIZED SERVICE 
robot is man’s best friend.” I think wpec aliging i 
John Wayne said that too. “ 

Last week I went home to visit my Corporate Accounts - Students Randall Tower Building 
parents. We all sat around and watched - Professors - General Public Across from Union South 

come Stewart say ig ia Fully Appointed to Represent 1300 West Johnson 
would have junped Pa r were lim. All World-Wide Airlines ; Corner of Randall & Johnson 

After that, my father talked about Auto Rental - Rail - Steamship 256-2563 
honesty, and love, and values. He Hotel - Motel - Groups 
seemed so misguided. I felt sorry for 
him. He only makes $23,700. I thought 
pene tars Ismiled. America the CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
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Engineering Educati 
Ee Se hea ee en ae ee ee a See 

Career opportunities exist for engineers In the university system. 

by Scott Knox, Kris Gupta, _— ==—e oo gre 
and Dave Yngsdal _ NS oa 2 es 

The University system offers many | Cn fe) Deri he é 
career opportunities for engineering — _ | ae ee rr 
graduates. Research, teaching and I Ea | ‘ae a Bee. = 
administration are the three areasof —s J z ae a ot <4 Bee Ne as 
higher education thatemployengineer- = Ss | it a ce ey 
inggraduates.Intheuniversityenviron- meet” [ a a? . Sa 
ment, the hiring and promotion pro- ‘ @ =p L 
cess reflects the goals of highereduca- | . A & 
tion. | | 

en 1 Wi . From left: Dean Bollinger supervises the administration for the entire college of Madison the y of Wisconsin- engineering. Dean Coberly and Dean Wuerger oversee university research and | son, the process for filling open industrial relations, respectively. 
| teaching positions starts when a com- 

mittee searches out and selects quali- sor, and Full Professor. In most cases him to teach and conduct research 

| fied candidates. Representativesofthe the Assistant Professor rank lasts six without fear that an idea would en- 
department interview each candidate. years. During this time the Assistant danger his job. Tenure provides this 
Usually a candidate must also givea | Professor must fulfill the tenure re- type of security because a tenured 
presentation based on his area of spe- | quirements to continue at the Univer- faculty member would only be termi- 
cialty. The candidates then meet with _ sity. These requirements involve teach- nated with “cause” or with the elimina- 
the Dean. Finally a selection is made _ ing, researching and publishing, and tion of the acedemic program, not be- 
and put forth tothe Chancellorandthe performing other academic activities cause he is working ona controversial 
Board of Regents for approval. that attract recognition both for the topic. Under the protection of tenure, 

individual and the University. The more difficult issues can be studied 
. quality and importance of work done and possibly more new knowedge will 

Student evaluations are an by the Assistant Professor is evaluated be uncovered. 
important factor when an__ by the executive committee in his de- The tenure requirements are de- 
Assistant Professor is con-  Pa@rtment. This executive committee signed to be difficult. The University 

. ( consists of tenured Associate and Full can only afford to grant tenure to those 
sidered for tenure promotion. Professors. If the Assistant Professor who are capable and can prove their 

—____——— _ meets the requirements at his final capacity to use the freedom of thought 
Candidates for teaching positions evaluation, then he is reappointed, that tenure provides. 

are evaluated mostly on expertise and promoted to Associate, and granted 
research specialty. A Ph.D. degree is _ tenure. If the Assistant does not meet ADMINISTRATION 
required for most positions. Surpris- the requirements, then he is not reap- Once a person has attained the status 
ingly, no formal training in teaching pointed and leaves the University. of Full Professor, he is not restricted 
or education is required for the Assist- There are similar requirements for only to teaching in the College of Engi- 
ant Professor teaching position. How- the Associate Professor, and if at the neering. Many positions exist in ad- 
ever, student evaluations are an impor- end of two or more years the require- ministration for those tenured profes- 
tant factor when an Assistant Profes- | ments are met, then he may be pro- sors with strong management skills. 
sor is considered for tenure promotion. moted to Full Professor. In the engineering college, each ad- 
Those candidates with poor evalua- A major purpose of a research ori- ministrator has an area of specialty. 
tions are encouraged to improve their ented university is research and the There is one dean in charge of the 
teaching skills. Some departments oc- creation of organized knowledge. To entire College of Engineering, and five 

casionally sponsor programs or semi- pursue this purpose a university must associate deans, each specializing in a 
nars related to teaching skills. attract dedicated faculty members different area. These deans have very 

Once appointed to his first teaching who are prepared to pursue this pur- different qualifications that make 
position, the new facualty member is _ pose. New knowledge is seldom obvious them suited for their individual roles 
faced with a probationary period, usu- or within easy reach. New ideas are __ in the administration. 
ally referred to as the tenure tract. sometimes controversial or unpopular. Dean Bollinger represents the Col- 

There are three basic teaching ranks: Thus a professor wants some form of lege of Engineering. His strong man- 

Assistant Professor, Associate Profes- protection and security that allows agement skills are recognized by many 
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porporations who consult him for Associate Dean Wuerger is respon- dustry, or similar group. This could be 
management advise. He is alsoacom- _ sible for Industrial Relations. He has _ the result of a professor’s project idea 
petent teacher and continues teaching background as an ME in an industrial appealing to a group, or a group ap- 

courses in computer and control sys- organization, with focus on cost ac- proaching the professor with a project 
tems. Together with his heavy invol- counting. Currently he has extensive idea. The grant money donated by this 
vement in research, these skills pro- dealings with industry and manages group is then used to hire research 
vide an understanding of the different programs that help the college respond assistants and purchase material and 
interests that must beserved ashesets _ to interests in industry. He also super- equipment. The equipment often stays 
forth plans for the college. vises the engineering placement and with the University after completion 

Associate Dean Ratner supervises co-op programs. of the project and is used in other 
Operations. This entails establishing a research or laboratory areas. 

budget, planning space, and manag- RESEARCH aha lifati . . 
ing staff. His goal is to find the opti- For many undergraduates, engineer- ee me s given 
mum use of scarce resources. He con- _ing research often seems to be the most which can be used to judge the project's 

sults on labor arbitration and indus- _ remote of the three engineering educa- worth and hopefully renew its grant 
trial management matters, and also tion areas. Obviously everyone has All of the findings generated from a 
teaches and performs research. contact with the teaching area and project are available for anyone to look 

Associate Dean Maxwell coordinates most of us have dealt with administra- over, not just the project sponsor. This 
the Pre-Engineering, SOAR, andcoun- _ tion from time totime, but the research helps keep the University from becom: 
seling programs and high school rela- _ area can still be a bit of a mystery. ing too closely tied with any single 
tions. Associate Dean Dietmeyer of Research projects are something pro- company or business. The professor 
Academic Affairs sets academic pro- _fessors work on when they aren’t in also promotes his project’s results 
grams and policies and deals with stu- class. They often take years to com- through articles published in different 
dent records. He also teaches two ECE plete, require tens of thousands of dol- professional journals 

courses. Both of these administrators lars, and are given titles the size of Along with the professor in charge 
have been heavily involved in student paragraphs. But after that, things get of a project there are usually anumber 
advising for quite a while, and try to alittle hazy. Who actually determines of lower positions in research that are 
see problems from a student’s point of | what will be researched, who supplies filled almost exclusively by graduate 
view. the funds, and who benefits from the gtudents In fact, the chances of a per- 

Associate Dean Coberly heads the _ research? SOn obtaining a. full-time position in 
Engineering Experiment Station and According to Associate Dean Cob- research with only a bachelors degree 

oversees all the research conductedon erly, Executive Director of the Engi- is extremely slim unless she is also 
campus. He is a former chairman of neering Experiment Station, a re- working toward a graduate degree. 
the chemical engineering department search project starts when a professor ‘There are also certain positions avail- 
and has considerable experience in receives a grant from the government, able that do not require the person to 
research management. a science organization, a private in- be pursuing a higher degree or to be 

——— “ memes responsible for classroom teaching. 
oot oe wal These positions are termed “scientists” 
ti eee 4 _ and are very limited in number. 

Ei aia 2 | In asense, research faculty have jobs 
7 oe | 4 7 oo : 2 bo ena _ that benefit everyone. Professors and 

BP. ~oie ~~ ie gc «graduate students are given the chance 
7 hie Ate LY co ng ‘ oT to explore in depth their area of inter- 

: | Hae 4} 7) ai : ce been | Se , ik uy est, grants bring money into the Uni- 
tk. ye yan ; if § ae a8 versity and help to build its reputation 

bh, Y ia oe ah, = | = for quality research. Also, government 
ed ee | 5 and industry can have research done 

: i, = ¢ that they either haven’t the time or 
\ aS fe) a facilities to perform, and they can also 

o Bey ee IN i " keep in touch with the educational 
URS 4 I EN . “ institutions from which many of their 

From left: Dean Ratner manages university resources, Dean Maxwell coordinates future employees will come. a 
pre-engineering programs, and Dean Dietmeyer works with acedemic policies and 
records. 
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The Soul of a New Machine 

By Dave Eiche created by office politices and shifts in der makes a point of exploring the per- 
corporate priorities. Occasionally, the sonalities of the project leaders and 

“Shall we hire kids, Alsing” said West. pressure turned out to be too intense, their idiosyncrasies. Most of the engi- 
With these words, the project leader and a member of the group burned out _ neers in the book seem fascinated with 

of the major computer manufacturer and quit altogether. Thoroughly exas- tinkering and taking things apart. One 

(Data General Corporation) helped to perated with the nanosecond operating remarked that he chose to be acomputer 
create agroupofbrightyoungengineers times of the emerging computer, one engineer in order to understand some- 

whose work became not only asuccessin designer left foracommunein Vermont thing very complicated. Nearly all of the 
its own right but the focus of a major where he intended to “deal with no unit characters were consumed by their re- 

bestseller. The book, The Soul ofa New of time shorter than a season.” The spective projects, and some voiced con- 
Machine by Tracy Kidder, outlines the author also notes that there are few cerns about becoming too narrow. One 
problems and pains faced in order to computer engineers over 35, a fact due remarked that even at parties, the major 

give birth to a new computer. not only to thestress of the job, butalsoto activity was talking about computers, 
One of the strengths of The Soul ofa the speed of technological change and and another claimed that his absorption 

New Machine is the insight it gives into the tendency of older engineers toenter with the new computer was so complete 

engineering in the “real world.” One management. that he sometimes had difficulty form- 
a Anyone should be able to manage the ing sentences. 

technical content of the book, which is 
“ - not extremely high. Some reviewers 

There are aoe eee en claim that Kidder explains computers, “One engineer claimed that 
gineers over 35. but he actually explains only the termi- his absorption with the new 

nology and concepts necessary for un- 

derstanding the story. The reader may computer was sO complete that 

section outlines the interview proce- learn a few words of “computeres” yet he sometimes had difficulty 
dures of two Data General engineers as not truly understand the modus oper- forming sentences.” 

they sought out the right candidates for andi of a computer after finishing the 
their new project. The recruiters were book. There are a few technical tidbits 
looking for “kids” -- graduate students scattered among the chapters for techno- Money was rarely cited as a motiva- 
fresh out of college -- to design a new _ philes to savor, though, along withsome _ tion for becoming an engineer or put- 
computer. Granting such responsibility unexplained jargon. To understand the _ ting in the long hours necessary to com- 
to young engineers is unusual, and Data arcane terms and basics of computer plete the computer. However, money 

General managed to attract top talent operation, a textbook on digital logic is played a very important role in the 
despite assurances that the job would be _ far superior to this book, but not nearly _ careers of the founders of Data General, 
long and difficult. The reason liesinone as entertaining. a group of computer engineers who had 

of the older engineer’s remarks: left Digital Equipment Corporation in 
Engineering school prepares you for the late ’60’s to create their own compu- 
big projects, and a lot of guys wind up “Exasperated with the nanose-__ ter company. Through a sonal ination of 
as tranformer designers. It’s a terri- * * shrewd marketing and a good product, 

ble letdown, I think. They end up cond operating times of the the company’s sales rocketed from 
with some thoroughly known tech- @merging computer, one de- nothing in 1968 to over $500 million in 

nology that’s repetitive, whereallyou signer left for a commune in _ 1979. The first chapter of the book is 
have to do is look the answers up in Vermont where heintendedto |2"gely dedicated to the business savvy 
books. deal with it of ti h and cunning of the entrepreneurs who 

Kidder provides a thorough descrip- eal with no unit of time short- created the company. 
tion of the atmosphere in which the newer than a season.” Yet the theme of The Soul of the New 
engineers work along with a layman’s © ——____ Machine transcends the drive for money 
view of the technical problems they con- or prestige. It centers instead on profes- 

stantly face. He describes the unspoken The Soul of a New Machine does sional dedication and the engineer’s 
but implied commitments, the clash of provide an in-depth analysis of the desire to understand and create, and in 
egos and design philosophies, the con- characters, complete with anecdotes so doing, captures the essence of engi- 
stant deadlines, and the uncertainty and aspects of their personal lives. Kid- neering. a 
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Or evaluate primary sensor performances of school. If you’re qualified and selected, we'll pay 
multimillion dollar satellites? 75% of your tuition. Those with special 

Or manage millions of dollars a year in qualifications can even study full time, at no cost. 
defense contracts? So plug into the Air Force. Because when it 

The Air Force, that’s who. comes to technology, the Air Force can help you 
If you’re a talented, motivated electrical achieve great sophistication at a very tender age. 

engineer or plan to be, you don’t have to wait to For more information contact your local Air 
work with the newest, most sophisticated Force Recruiter, or call toll-free 1-800-423-USAF 
technology around. (in California 1-800-232-USAF). Better yet, send 

You can do it now, as an Air Force officer your resume to HRS/RSAANE, Randolph AFB, 
working as an electrical engineer. TX 78150. There’s no obligation. 

Don’t get us wrong. We don’t hand it to you 
on a silver platter. You have to work for it. Hard. 

But if you do, we’ll give you all the 
responsibility you can handle. And reward you well AIM Psi 
for taking it. 

You'll get housing, medical and dental care — AIR FORCE 
and excellent pay that increases as you rise in rank. 

Plus there are opportunities to attend graduate A great place for engineers
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C These are revolutionary This transformation of 
onver t the changes that can result in manufacturing from the past 

e e better-made products, manu- __ to the future creates a need 
production line factured of new materials at for new kinds of engineers to 

‘ . lower cost. design and operate factories 
into a frontier GE is deeply involved in of the silicon age. They have 

bringing manufacturing into to be as familiar with the reali- 
f © gt. the silicon age. In one plant, ties of the assembly line as 

O cn eativity. electronics and computer sys- _ with the protocols of software 
ees — terms enable us to reduce pro- ~communications. 

duction time of a locomotive’s They will synchronize 
diesel engine frame from 16 dozens of real-time systems 

The cast-iron technology of | daysto16hours. Atourdish- whose slightest move affects 
the factory will soon be silicon washer production plant, a the performance of every 
technology. master computer monitors a other system. The frontiers of 

Chips and computers trans- distributed system of pro- manufacturing technology 
fer design information directly grammable controls, robots, have been thrust outward. Old 
to the factory floor. Other automated conveyors, ideas have been questioned, 
chips make possible flexible | assembly equipment and new ones probed. Some ideas 
robotics, programmable con- quality control stations. are now on production lines. 
trollers for machine tools, auto- — We're working on robots Others are still flickers of light 

5 mated test systems and digital that can see, assembly sys- in an imagination. 
= s inspection cameras. Local tems that hear, and machin- All offer opportunities for 
3 g area networks tie together all ery that can adapt to changes —_ you to seek, to grow, and to 
2, 38 these systems. and perhaps even repair itself. | accomplish. 
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